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flat steel circles in the brand name. These would be
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doing this and I chose to use a cheap screen print to
test the size and placement of each circle that I would

use in the final product. Later, I added a textured
paper and template that would transfer the circles to
the finished product. I did a few different treatments
with this project. The one shown in the video was the
final product. Using the oven. I'm not sure how well

that would work in a commercial setting as a branding
tool. But for branding for a personal product, this

would be great.Q: Why PHP 5.3 doesn't have
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to versions. A: Because superglobals are technically
part of the language and not a framework feature, it's
not an API but one to be implemented by a library if

and when it sees fit. The major thing that PHP 5.3 was
missing was real closures, which were added in PHP
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